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I. Introduction and Executive Summary

Many building materials firms and home builders are highly

dependent on the aggregate level of housing production.

Currently, there is little that a firm can do to mitigate the

impact of fluctuations in housing activity on the firms' activity

other than diversify out of the housing industry. While careful

planning and forecasts can reduce the cost of these fluctuations,

most firms in these industries (with the exception of lumber

firms) are unable to hedge against unexpected changes in housing

starts. The Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange's proposed futures

contract on housing starts would greatly change this situation.

This paper carefully examines in both a theoretical and empirical

framework the Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange's proposed

futures contract based on housing starts.

In a theoretical sense the use of hedging for a building

material supplier or a homebuilder faced with an uncertain

quantity of housing starts is similar to the agricultural

producer using a price hedge. As in the agricultural model, the

variance of income can clearly be reduced by a hedging strategy.

The amount of hedging which is undertaken depends on the

covariance of the future and the firms' profits, and the

variance of the futures. We show that quantity futures indices

make sense not only as a risk trading device, but also as a cost

efficient method to allow firms to obtain the benefits of

diversification. Instead of hedging by diversificating

production into unfamilar product lines firms can obtain the same
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benefits through hedging in the futures market.

Our theoretical view that a housing start futures index has

important economic benefits is strongly confirmed by our

empirical analysis. A key factor influencing the potential

usefulness of the housing start future is the extent to which

housing start forecasts are accurate. We show that there is a

substantial prediction error in housing start forecasts,

sometimes as large as 300,000 to 500,000 starts on a seasonally

adjusted annual basis.

A second key factor influencing the housing start futures

potential efficacy is the relationship between firm profits in

the building materials and building sector and housing starts.

Using ordinary least squares regressions, we develop earnings

equations for 25 publicly traded firms whose major business was

one of wood products, cement, general bUilding materials, or home

building. Despite the well known deficiencies in using reported

earnings as a proxy for firm profits, we conclude that housing

starts are a highly significant explanatory variable in

explaining variations in earnings for firms in these industries.

Thre~ aggregate production regressions confirm the close

relationship between housing starts and lumber, cement, and

gypsum output.

Using our empirical results, we construct a minimum variance

hedge for each firm. We show that utilizing an optimal hedge on

housing start futures could reduce the variance of a typical

building material supply company's reported earnings by 25% or
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more. Our simulations on the effect of hedging on the variance

of earnings of home builders showed less dramatic results,

primarily because of the unreliability of the earnings data. We have

no doubt that hedging would be even more valuable to a national

home building company than to a national building materials

supplier.

We also find that a seasonally adjusted quarterly starts

futures hedge is somewhat more effective than the annual moving

average start index proposed by the Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa

Exchange.

Finally, a survey of potential users indicates that while in

a theoretical and hypothetical empirical sense, the housing start

futures looks desirable, the industry will require a substantial

sales and educational effort before making widespread use of the

instrument.

II. Theory

Evaluations of hedging strategies are usually carried out in

the framework of mean variance analysis. Mean variance analysis

is chosen because it is empirically tractable, even with a large

number of potential strategies for hedges. The usual arguments,

given in various forms by Peck, Rolfo, and Rutledge, and by Berek

in recent applications, relate to the case in which a commodity

is being stored or grown, and its price is uncertain. In these

applications, taking a hedge position can reduce the variance in

an agent 1 s income -- possibly at the cost of reducing mean income
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as well. An earlier work by Freund considers choosing a

portfolio of crops to grow based on the mean and variance of

return. Berck expands the notion of Freund to include choosing a

portfolio of crops ~nd futures based on the means and variance of

return. In his model a farmer chooses how much cotton and how much

alfalfa to grow; at the same time, he chooses how much cotton to

hedge. It differs from the Peck-Rutledge-Rolfo view in that it

is the covariance of the future with a portfolio of crops and not

the covariance of the future with a single crop that determines

the desirability of hedging.

The present problem, that of choosing an optimal hedge for a

supplier of building materials (such as lumber) or home builder

faced with an uncertain quantity of housing starts, has much in

common with these earlier models. As in earlier models, it is

the variance of income which results from an activity -- in this

case producing lumber or houses and in earlier case growing crops

that is to be reduced by a hedging strategy. If taken from the

point of view of a single entrepreneur without the ability to

diversify, the appropriate measure of risk is variance. Of

course, this is the measure of risk in Peck, Rutledge, and Rolfo.

If taken from the point of view of the stockholder who owns a

diversified portfolio, the appropriate measure of risk is

covariance with the market. This is similar to Berek's extension

of the standard agricultural hedging model. The difference

between this and earlier models is that earlier models are

concerned with an uncertain price, and the concern here is with

4
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~ an uncertain quantity which also induces an uncertain price.

Housing starts are a very good predictor of activity in the

construction sector. This activity, in turn, is what generates

much of the demand for materials such as lumber, gypsum board, plumbing

materials, etc. From the point of view of a material supplier,

there are really two periods. In this first period, housing

starts and, hence, ultimate sales are very uncertain.. To be

sure, predictions are available from firms that sell the results

of models such as those by DRI and Chase Econometrics. Although

these predictions are valuable, they do not eliminate the

uncertainty in what housing starts will be. During this early

period, firms make some decisions; perhaps, these are the

decisions to hold inventories for later sale or, perhaps, they

relate more directly to the production process. Some varieties

of lumber, for example, must be cut more than a year before they

can be sold. The second period faced by the firm is when the

number of housing starts is known. In this time frame the demand

for materials is known quite exactly. Firms make decisions,

also, in this time frame; for example, gypsum manufacturers can

adjust their output quite rapidly and would do so in that time

frame. The result of these decisions is a flow of economic

profits. These economic profits vary as a function of housing

starts. The variance in these profits can be undesirable to

firms for several reasons. First, investors prefer less risky

(in the sense of covariance with market) assets, so risk

particularly undiversifiable risk -- reduces stock prices.

Second, the variance can be so extreme that the firm may face
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severe cash flow problems, or even reorganization, when profits

are low. Third, the owners of the firms may not be holding a

diversified portfolio -- large parts of the stock of forest

products firms are often held by a single family -- so the

stockholders themselves prefer a lower variance in earnings. As

will be shown below, futures market in housing starts can reduce

this variance. The remainder of this theory section is organized into

four parts. First, we will describe how much hedging should be

done as a function of a firmts profits and their covariance with

the proposed contract. Second, we will describe how a materials

supplier's profits will be correlated with the proposed contract.

Third, we describe how a builder's profits are correlated with

the market. Finally, we discuss some of the general equilibrium

aspects of a futures market.

A. Optimal Hedging

This section outlines the theory of a futures market in

housing starts. It considers the case in which agents'

preferences are representable by a function of the mean and

variance of their incomes and in which the level of investment in

the industry that produces materials for use in housing and

related industries is fixed. Since the model does not account

for investment, it is a short or medium run model. Stoll and

Berck and Cecchetti provide similar models.

Before proceeding to the model, it is necessary to introduce

some notation. Let S be the number of units actually started in
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the second period of this two period model. From the point of

view of the first period, S is a random variable. In the first

period, agents trade a contract that will have the value S at the

end of the second period. The value of the contract in the first

period is PS and the quantity of contracts traded are FS. They

are determined by the supply and demand for the contract. The

potential hedger is a supplier of materials for the building

industry. His profits pieS) are dependent on the realized level

of housing starts as well as on other factors which we have

suppressed for convenience. The "speculators" are holders of a

presumably diversified portfolio which has the uncertain payout

of z in t~e second period. Both sets of agents are homogenous

and their preferences are representable by a function linear in

mean and variance. The restriction of preferences to those that

can be written in terms of mean and variance is common in finance

because of the computational ease of using the first two moments.

We adopt it without further apology.

The materials manufacturer's income is composed of his

profits, pieS), and his gains or lossea from the futures market,

-FS (3 -PS). The quantity in parentheses is the value of the

contract at the end of the trading period less its value in the

first period; it is the gain or loss on an individual futures

contract. The number of contracts traded is FS and - FS are the

number sold by the potential hedger. The manufacturer's utility
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~ function is:

U = Ey - u Var (y)

where y is income,

y = pieS) - FS (S - PS)

Since utility is ordinal, there need be no constant preceeding

the term in mean income and only the constant u is needed.

The manufacturer's choice problem is to choose his futures

position to maximize his utility:

max E[-FS(S-PS) + pi(s)]-u Var[-FS(S-PS) + pies)]

which has first order condition:

E[S] - PS = -u 2 FS Var(S-PS) + 2 u Cov[pi(S), (S-PS)]

Since (S-PS) is the cost of hedging and FS is the quantity of

hedging, this gives a demand curve for hedging. Its intercept

depends on the covariance of the future and the industries'

profits, the higher the covariance, the larger the demand for

futures. The slope of the demand curve depends upon the variance

of the futures. A greater variance makes for a steeper demand

curve, and therefore, for less hedging. Figure I presen~s this

demand curve.

The speculator is an owner of a market portfolio,

Z, who has the opportunity to add one more security, the future,

to his portfolio. Like the hedger, his preferences are

representable in terms of mean and variance of his income, y:

y = z + FS (S-PS)

and

v = Ey - v Var(y)

8



His maximization problem is to:

max E[z + FS(S-PS)] - v Var[z + FS (S-PS)]

which has first order conditions,

E[S] - PS = 2 v FS Var(S-PS) + 2 v CovCS-PS,z)

here E[S] - PS is the expected gain from the contract, which is

the return to speculation and FS is the quantity of long

contracts held by the speculative sector.

From this one concludes that there will be some hedging

any time the future correlates better with the building industry

than it does with the market as a whole. Eliminating E[S] - PS

from both of the first order conditions gives the equilibrium

quantity of the futures contracts:

u Cov(pi,S-PS) - v Cov(z,S-PS)
FS =

(u + v) var(S - PS)

From the above expression we learn that the open interest

decreases as the variance of the value of the futures increases.

Similarly, a large difference in the covariance in the future and

the market as opposed to the future and industry profits leads to

a large open interest. The expected gain on a contract can also

be derived from the first order conditions. It is,

(u + v) [Cov(pi,S-PS) - Cov (z,S-PS)]
E[S] - PS = 2

u v

Again, the differences in the covariances are critical in

determining how much a hedger will have to pay, in expectation,

for hedging.

The above analysis provides a theory of hedging that

9
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emphasizes the risk trading function of futures markets, which is

the essence of the Keynes-Hicks version of these markets. The

markets may, however, be driven and exist for other reasons. For

instance, the various participants, while recognizing the risk s

involved in the market, may hold differing expectations regarding

s. There is no reason why hedger,s and speculators as classes

should differ, but, if there is great divergence of opinion

within the groups (or among them) then the market will flourish.

The above theory can also be extended to allow for hedging

in many futures market instruments. For instance, interest rate

futures, lumber, and plywood futures could also be useful to the

potential hedger. To find the optimal hedge, one finds the

variance covariance matrix of the possible hedging instruments and

profits, Q. Letting the possible future be the new vector

quantity FS with mean returns X, the hedging problem is:

max 1T

FS

The first order conditions are much as before, but a meaningful

solution requires quadratic programming. Although this paper

will not pursue these sorts of hedges, we will offer a few

observations. If one of the hedging instruments correlates very

well with profits and is cheap to use, it will be the major, or

even only, instrument chosen. If one of the instruments is very

highly correlated with a set of the other, then only the cheapest

of the two sets will be used. Thus, for the new future to have a

good chance of market acceptance, it should be better correlated
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with the firms activities than were the old future and it should

have a lower expected loss to the hedge position than the old

futures did.

A•. Material§. Supplier

The materials suppliers' profits are correlated with housing

starts because the demand for his product is determined by

housing starts. The supplier has two fundamentally different

times to make ·his decisions, before and after starts are known.

We capture this two-part decision-making process and the

firm's technology in a conditional cost function. Let K be the

input to the production process purchased before housing starts

are known, and let M be the ultimate output of materials. The

conditional cost function C(M, K) = c(M) • g(K). Both the

functions, g and c t are twice continuously differentiable, where

the first derivative of g is negative, its second derivative is

positive, and the first derivation of c is positive. The

demand facing the firm is assumed to be linear in price, M = f(S)

- bP. Here b is a constant and f is a twice continuously

differentiable function with a positive-first· derivation. The

demand equation asserts that, as the number of housing starts

goes up, so does the demand for materials.

In the period after s becomes known, one can find the

magnitudes of all of the relevant variables by solving supply

equals demand for M, where supply is the inverse marginal cost

curve. In symbols, eM = P and M = f(S) - bP. This can be

11
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written, also, as M = f(S)

Profits, pi, are:

1" ~I.

pi = PM - C(M ,.)

(H"")
_t.

= C M"

Since S is random, so is M •

t

= [C

which are also random because M* is a function of the random S.
, 2

A specific example would be C = a o + aIM + 3
2

M so
I

C = a1 + 2a2 M.

Straightforward calculation gives,

- ao ) g (K) ,
t

since,

r{~ = f( s) - ba. - 2ba rvr'"•

M*:
f - bat

1 + 2b~

On making the sUbstitution, one gets,

g(K)

T~king the short run point of view, K'is fixed, one could easily

find the optimal hedge if one knew the covariance of pi and [5,

as in the previous section.

One can approximate that covariance as,

12



Ds [ pi] va r (s) Ds [ f s ]

where D is the derivative operator. This gives,

COV (pi, s-ps) ~

d2 g (K)
2 f(E[8] - bat) f

1 + 2ba
2

var (5)

Since the size of the minimum variance hedge is just this

covariance divided by the variance of the hedge, a large hedge

depends upon f, f and g(K) all being large. That is to say

demand f should be larger and it should be responsive to starts
1

(f large). Moreover, there should be a larger commitment made

before S is known, large K. A later section discusses how K

might be chosen.

The theory for the builder is slightly different from

that of a materials supplier. The home building industry is

composed of two generic classes of builders: custom builders and

speculative or for sale builders. The custom builder takes

orders from households and primarily builds units which are sold

and at least partially paid for prior to the start of construc-

tion. The speculative builder on the other hand starts a unit

with a hoped for sale one to two quarters in the future. Thus,

this type of builder is betting on macro-economic conditions one

to two quarters in the future which will influence his ability to

sell his housing unit. Thus, his profit in time t is dependent

on sales in time t and starts in time t-2.

13



Thus, a speculative builder really needs to hedge sales rather

than housing starts. Only if current housing starts are highly

correlated with current home sales could he utilize the housing

start futures index. Fortunately, it appears that empirically

housing starts are highly correlated with new home sales (0.881),

so a profit maximizing builder could utilize the housing start

futures index to hedge against an unexpected change in sales.

Proceeding more formally, supply of new units for period

t depends upon them being started in period t-l. How many units

will be started at t-l, given pure competition? Can the risk in

building them be hedged?

Let I t-l be the inventory of unsold units at t-l. With

S t-l starts, the additions to occupied dwellings at tare St-l +

~-l - Ita The price would be given by the demand curve.

Here a are uncertain macro conditIons and I is a function of ~.

t
From the vantage point of t-l, a will determine: 1) the sale

price P
t

and 2) the additions to occupied stock, through the

unsold carryout, It. The mean-variance decision maker

considering starting a house will evaluate the price P and its. t

variance Var P ,since the mean and variance of his income are
t

linear transforms of these numbers. Both these numbers would be

easy to compute, if I (~) were known. Unfortunately, it needs to
t

be computed by dynamic-stochastic programming and its exact form

14



is beyond the scope of this paper. For our purposes, we simply

note that it is a decreasing function of a. To determine the

efficacy of hedging we need to compute the covariance of a

builder's income for houses started in t-1 with starts in period

t. Again, this would require a more complicated decision model

than we will present here, but we offer a few observations. If a

turns out to be quite low then price will be low, income will be

low and carryout will be high. Since carryout will be high and

starts in period t directly compete with carryout in period t-l,

starts at t will be low, but the exact correlation is critically

mediated by how many houses remain unsold when macro conditions

are poor for house sales. We leave the usefulness of such hedges

as a empirical question.

D. General Equilibrium

So far this discussion of theory has assumed that the level

of underlying economic investment is fixed. In terms of our

model of section 2.3, K was fixed. This section discusses how

one might generalize to the case where investment level, K, is

determined at the same time as decisions are made about future

FS. The theory borrows heavily -from Stoll and Berck and

Cecchetti.

Again, take a mean variance point of view. How many futures

and how much K should be invested? Let K cost r per unit. The

15
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agent's problem is:

max E[pi(K,S) - rK - FS(S -PS)] -
FS,K

u Var[pi(K,S) - rK - FS(S-PS)]

where the expression for pi is the same as in the earlier

.'

sections. The first order conditions for an intercept maximum are:

E[DKPi] - r = u[DKvarCpi) - 2cov(S, D
K

, pi)FS]

E[3] - PS = u[2FS var(S) - cov(s, pi)]

The first condition, which is new, says that the expected

profits less the cost of K is equal to the marginal contribution

to risk times the utility cost of risk, u. Since both equations

are evaluated at the optimal K and FS, hedging affects the opti-

mal scale of the material industry.

Further generalization would be to allow more activites, let

K and FS be vectors. The first order conditions will be similar

except that they will involve many more covariance terms. When

the agent's choices are expanded to the full market, he ceases to

be a material supplier and becomes a wealth holder of the Capital

Asset Pricing Market. At that point, he no longer demands any

futures, since he already will choose to hold a fully diversified

portfolio.

This tr~in of thought leads to a more general view of

futures. Futures are used because other methods of diversifica-

tion are more expensive or inappropiate. First, stock market

diversification does not preclude costly for the stockholders

-- bankruptcy. Stockholders cannot be made to subscribe addi-

tional amounts to the firm when times are bad, even if they would

16



gladly do so. Second, futures diversify risk without diversi

fying control. And third, one futures market is much less costly

than a separate stock offering for each small firm that might use

the market.

III. Pricing of th~ Futures Contract

"In this section, we construct the values for the proposed

contract at its expiration and one, two, and three quarters prior

to its expiration. We have constructed these values on the

assumption that the futures market will be unbiased for the value

of the contact at expiration. The theory section explains why

this might not be so. In a rather famous exchange Cootner and

Telser debated the unbiasedness of contracts, with at best,

indecisive results. Hence, our assumption is not at variance

with the received literature. The section precedes by: l)choos

ing a prediction of starts (which we will later unadjust using the

X-l1 weights), 2)constructing the value of the proposed contract

from the predictions and actual starts and finally 3)presenting

the value of the contract with some discussion.

A. Predicting Starts

Predictions of housing starts for one and two quarters ahead

for the p~riod running from the first quarter of 1975 through the

second quarter of 1983 were obtained in the following manner.

Data were available for the entire sample period for four

different series of forecasts; hence these four were considered

17
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as possible components of a forecasting model. Two came from

large econometric models: the Data Resources, Inc. (DRI) early

forecast and the Chase Econometrics early forecast. The other

two were consensus forecasts collected by the American

Statistical Association and National Bureau of Economic Research

(ASA/NBER), on the one hand, and the Commerce Department's Bureau

of Economic Analysis (BEA), on the other. In each case, the

forecasts used were those for one and two quarters after the

forecast was issued, which means the forecasts issued for two and

three quarters ahead. (Since the models used data from two

quarters previously, the forecast issued for one quarter ahead

was actually a forecast for the quarter in which the forecast was

issued.)

Preliminary analysis indicated that the ASA/NBER

forecasts outperformed the other three. Its mean squared error of

prediction was the lowest for both forecasts and was a good deal

lower than both econometric models for one quarter ahead

forecasts and a great deal lower than all three other models for

the two quarter ahead forecast, as shown in Table 3.1.

,Regression analysis was used to determine the optimal

combination of forecasts to be used. For the one quarter ahead

forecast, a linear regression of actual housing starts on the

forecasts of the four models yielded significant coefficients

only for the ASA/NBER forecast, as shown in Table 3.2. As the

table shows, the hypothesis that the constant term and all

forecast coefficients except for the ASA/NBER forecast were equal

18
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Table 3. 1

Mean Squ~red Prediction Error of Forecasting Models

Model One Quqrter Ahe~d Two Quarters Ahead

DRr 42607.3 12QSQS
ASA/NBER 30207.65 61968

Chase 59 150. 15 103486.3
BEA 37783.1$5 8283 1 .5

Table 3.2

Rpgression Results, One Quarter Ahead Forecasts

VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDfI.RD T-RATIO
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 28 DF

DRI -795.55 677.7 1 -1.1739
ASA 1789.0 78EL 1t9 2.2689
CHfI.SE -272. !ILJ 383.38 -0.7 1064
BEA 215.82 463.90 0.46523
CONSTANT 148.23 205.45 0.72 151

F- TEST(1.I,28) 0.167 R-SOUARE = 0.7720

Table 3.3

Re~ression of Actual Housing Starts on ASAIrJBER Forecast

VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR ~2 DF

ASA 1027.3 21.5)6 lJ7.705

R-SQUARE = 0.7470

19



to zero could not be rejected with any adequate level of

confidence; the value of the F-statistic, 0.797, indicates that

rejection 'of the hypothesis would involve a probability of Type I

error of about 0.55, far too high a value.

The regression results indicate that the ASA/NBER forecast

provides all the relevant data for constructing a forecast of

housing starts. The necessity of adjustment of the ASA/NBER

forecast was explored through a regression of actual housing

starts on that forecast. As Table 3.3 shows, the coefficient of

the ASA/NBER forecast was extremely close to one (the ASA/NBER

forecast was expressed in terms of millions of starts, while the

actual starts were expressed in terms of thousands of starts).

The analysis thus proceeded on the assumption that the

ASA/NBER forecast was by itself the best predictor of housing

starts one quarter ahead from among the options considered~

A similar analysis was performed for the two quarter ahead

forecasts of the four modelsA In this case, both the DRI and the

ASA/NBER forecasts had coefficients that were significantly dif

ferent from zero (that is, the value of the t-statistics asso

ciat~d with the coefficient was greater-that 1.96). The value of

the F-statistic associated with the hypothesis that the constant

term and all forecast coefficients except for the ASA/NBER fore

cast was 2.851, indicating 'that rejection of the hypothesis would

involve a probability of Type I error of slightly under 0.05. In

this instance, the case for including the ORr forecast was stron

ger; nonetheless, the statistical evidence indicated that the

20



ASA/NBER forecast would be quite adequate as the sole data for

forecasting. Again, a regression of actual starts on the ASA/

NBER forecast showed a coefficient of about one, so that it was

concluded that the ASA/NBER unadjusted provided the best forecast

of housing starts two quarters ahead.

A key factor influencing the potential usefulness of the

housing start future is the extent to which the forecasts

described above were accurate. Table 3.4 shows the forecast

errors for the one and two quarter forecasts ahead. These data

clearly show that there is a substantial prediction error,

sometimes as large as 300,000 to 500,000 starts. This implies

that there is substantial room for a futures contract that will

allow firms to hedge against these unpredicted movements in

housing activity.
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Tabl e 3.4·

ASA Forecast - Actual Starts

75:1
75:2
75:3
75:4
76:1
76:2
76:3
76: 4.
77:1
77:2
77:3
77:4
78: 1
78:2
78:3
78:4
79:1
79:2
79: :3
79:4
80:1
80:2
80:3
80:4
81: 1
81: 2
81: 3
81: 4
82:1
82:2
82:3
82:4
8:::;;: 1
83:2
8:3: :3
83:4

On p Qu ar t er"
{~heacl Erwr'or

I\lA
-81

13
-14

19
-25
-42

81
214
141

7~~;

117

128
131
139

-124
105
172
-8

-213
-262

424
213

31
-21-1
-409

-88
-132

-1
133
444
313
153
NA

22

TvlO Quat"·tE~I"'"

Ahead E~-rC)r

NA
NA
-12'7
-104

-11
~~.

-.L.J

-42
1

231
133
87

-12
198
111
179

16
145
87

2

-322
64

-19
-261
-539
-597
-388

-101
53

464·
4·13
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B. Constructing ih~ Contra~

Given the ASA/NBER starts predictions, it is possible to

find the value of the contract.

The proposed contract is to have a value equal to the number

of starts (in thousands) times 100 on its day of expiration. The

number of starts is the number of units actually started in the

previous twelve months. For example, the contract expiring in

mid January, 1981, would have a settlement price of $129,890.

This price is the number of thousand starts in calendar 1980

times 100. In this section, we examine what these contracts

would hive traded at over the four quarters prior to their

expiration.

First, let us consider the quarter immediately prior to the

expiration of the contract. For concreteness, consider an

expiring January contract, so that mid-October is the decision

time in the quarter immediately prior to contract expiration. By

mid-October, the actual starts are already known for the first

three quarters of the yaer. All that is left to predict is the

current quarter. ThUS, by mid-October, the expected number of

annual starts is the actual starts for the first three Quarters

plus the prediction of the actual, not the seasonally adjusted,

starts for the last quarter. Assuming that there is neither

backwardation nor contango, and there is no strong theoretical

reason to believe either will hold t the value of the contract

will be the expected number of starts. The variance in the value

of the contract will be the prediction error of actual starts in
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the fourth quarter, with the predictions made in October.

Two quarters back, the story is much the same, except that

only two quarters are history and two quarters will have to be

predicted. The variance in the value of the contract is the

variance of the sum of the errors made in predicting the two

remaining quarters. Similarly three quarters back leaves three

quarters to predict and only one as history and four quarters

back leaves all four quarters to predict.

There are two important things to note about the

construction of this contract: 1) Since the contract is for

realized annual numbers, as the contract gets close to its

expiration, it becomes more certain purely because three quarters

of what makes up the contract becomes history. 2) As we find in

the potential user survey, most of the industry is used to

thinking in terms of seasonally adjusted data. Forecasts are

made for and quoted for seasonally adjusted data, but using this

contract requires predictions of the actual number of starts.

c. Value Qf Contract

Table 3.5 provides the values of the contracts at expiration

and in the four quarters prior to expiration. Subtracting the

last column in the table from the first, given the return to a

long position held for three quarters. For instance, the

contract expiring in the third quarter of 1983 would have made

$20,000 for the holder of a long position. Most of the contract,

however, produced gains far smaller than that. Table 3.6 gives
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Table 3.5

Expiration Date, Expiration Value, and Value 90, 180, and 270
Days Before Expiration of the Exchange Starts Contract

date final 90 days 180 days 270 days

1976.00 116100 116129.7 114508.2 118478.6
1976.25 125100 12~343.7 124761t.1 121t722.9
1976.50 136600 131342.9 136586.6 135 130.5
1976.75 Ht5100 144396.6 147105.8 147 13C5.5
1977.00 153700 153702.7 151164.5 154209.4
1977.25 162300 1591t46.2 158295.1 156241.5
1977.50 176500 17402 1 .3 169392.3 164872.1t
1977.75 189300 186601.lJ 184682.9 18 1229.9
1978.00 198700 197370.0 193266.3 19 1675.2
1978.25 19B200 201468.7 1971182.2 1932 18.8
1978.50 202600 198164.5 2020 1 9.7 '946'1.8
1978.75 202800 201021.8 194625.6 194442.3
1979.00 202100 202355.4 196997.3 197350.5
'979.25 '98500 200805.7 201061.0 1901~04 . 1

1979.50 190200 185418.6 189468.5 186527.5
1979.75 183600 1814 19. 1 173976.6 178357 . 1
.1980.00 17lJ500 17693R.2 172583.3 172107.1
1980.25 165700 168415.2 172 119. 1 167lJ96.5
1980.50 14 1900 138798.9 152146.2 1530 15.1
1980.75 130900 125801.9 115965. 1 139147.9
1981.00 129200 125687.6 118900.6 110515.8
1981.25 13 1800 13 121 2.6 127100.3 123860.2
1981.50 135300 138437.0 140698.7 137031.0
1981.75- 123500 1213 1 2.3 1380 12.4 140990.5
'982.00 1081.100 109039. 1 120097.8 133595.2
1982.25 99700 994 1P.9 10201"'9.0 1'82 16.3
1982.50 93200 94128.6 96703.3 105286.5
1982.75 97 1 00 95890. 1 98'14.5 104403.4
1983.00 106200 103171.8 10 1843.3 1048 1 3.3
1983.25 120700 115790.5 109664.5 109478.6
1983.50 141700 138l.i97.7 127938.5 120200.0

Source: Computed. Value is 100 times the number of
private starts and is in dolla~s.
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Table 3.6

Return to Holding A Long Contract for
270 Days and Expiration Date

date

1976.00
1976.25
1976.50
1976.75
1977.00
1977.25
1977.50
1977.75
1978.00
1978.25
1978.50
1978.75
'979.00
1979.25
1979.50
1979.75
1980.00
1980.25
1980.50
1980.75
1981 .00
1981.25
1981.50
1981.75
1982.00
1982.25
1982.50
1982.75
1983.00
1983.25
1983.50

value

-2318.625
377 .1094

1469.546
-2035.5 ' 5

-509.4219
6058.468

11627.62
8070. 125
7024.765
4981.187
7988.203
8357.656
4749.468
8095.921
1672.484
5242.890
2392.875

-1796.500
-11115. 1 4

-8247.859
18684 . 16
7939.773

-173 1 .03
'-11490.50

-25 195.23 -
-185 16.34
-12086.50
-7303.429

13B6.1 18
1122 1 .35
21499.95

Source: Computed. Value 1s dollars.
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the returns to the long position held for 270 days.

One final note on these tables. They are constructed with

private housing starts, not total starts. This is necessary

because only private starts are announced mid month following the

month of the starts.

This section presents and evaluates our calculations of

optimal hedging based on reported earnings of firms and

corroborated by models based on sectoral output indices. The

subsections are: 1) a discussion of the relations between the

sale of building materials and construction; 2) presentation of

hedges based on earnings data; 3) corroboration from value

indices and 4) a qualification to our findings from considering

basis risk.

Construction QytQyt

One way of quantifying the importance of housing

construction to various types of building material producers is

to construct a simple input-output table. Table 4.1 shows the

dependence of various materials on construction output. The

input-output table was constructed for 1979 and excludes sales

within a sector (i.e .• sales of lumber products to lumber

companies). It shows that all construction utilizes 54% of

lumber and wood products output, 66% of stone and day products

21



Ti3.b.l e 4. 1.
Input--Output Esti mates

1979
Millions of Dollars

.>

Lumber" and Wood
Products

Stone and Clay
F'r·oduct.s

Heating, Plumbing
and F a tn- i c:atr-2d
Structural Metal

Total Dutput
Sold Outside
of GI'··OUp

33356

28312

27551

Sold for
New
Constl""Lu.::t i on

1864H

Ne~\1 COil s t r"ue t ion
a.s Percent of
Total

54.4

65.9

81.2

Source: Summary Input-Output Tables of the U"S. Economy 1976, 1978, 1979
U.S. Department of Commerce, January 1983.
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output (cement, gypsum, and brick), and 81% of heating, plumbing,

and fabricated structural metal output. If we could separate

residential and non-residential construction and also breakdown

our materials categories more finely, we would find somewhat

different but still important linkages between housing production

and building material sales.

B. Earnings

One method of testing the efficacy of the proposed futures

market in starts is to test its effects in stabilizing earnings.

Earnings are a proxy for firm profits. They are not a perfect

proxy because they are subject to being manipulated by the firms

accountants to make the firm look better. One of the firms

in our sample reported in its telephone interview that

its reported earnings bore little relation to its economic

profits. Sharpe .notes this problem and comments further that the

distortion of earnings from economic profits can continue

indefinitely. It is not merely a matter of smoothing the quarter

to quarter variations in earnings, although that alone would

cause. serious underestimation of the benefits of hedging. Our

view is that the amount of hedging one" would do to stabilize

reported earnings is less than that that would be used to

stabilize true economic profits because the incentive is to make

the former more stabile than the latter.

The steps needed to find the appropriate hedge are:

1) predicting earningsj (It is not the gross variance that one can
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reduce, it is only the variance about the prediction - see Peck

or Freid); 2) computing the minimum variance hedge and presenting

a demand for hedging curve and 3) presenting the simulated

results for a firm from our sample.

c. Predicting ~~rni~

Our method is to use ordinary least squares to predict real

earnings as a function of housing starts and seasonal dummies.

We chose a sample of 25 pUblicly traded firms whose major business

was one of wood products, cement, building materials, or home

building. Their earnings were divided by the consumer price

index to produce real earnings. We tried regressing real

earnings on contemporaneous housing starts, once, and twice

lagged housing starts and found that the best fits and highest t

values were obtained in the regressions that used twice lagged

housing starts and the seasonal dummies. In 19 of the 26

regressions, housing starts were a significant explanatory

variable. Only the regressions for the six builders were by and

large disappointing in terms of statistical significance and fit

-- three of the six did not have significant coefficients. The

R-squareds of these equations averaged close to 0.60 for the

cement group and less for the other groups. Since the R-squared

is a major part of the prediction error, high R-squareds are

likely to make hedged strategies seem more profitable. How high

these statistics are is, thus, best discussed in terms of how

much hedging can reduce variance of earnings.

30
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The limitations of this method, besides those imposed by the

imperfections in the earnings data, relate to the imperfections

of the regressions as economic models. To the extent that other

demand side variables, such as nonresidential construction, and

supply side variables such as wages are significant and should

have been included in the regressions of earnings, the

coefficients in the regressions are biased. Hedging strategies

based on these coefficients would turn out to be ineffectual if

the omitted variables moved with housing starts during the sample

period and moved independently thereafter. We have not included

these variables because of the lack of available forecasts of

their magnitude and can only hope that our error of omission is

less than the error we would commit if we forecasted these

variables in an ad hoc fashion.

Since there are 25 pUblicly traded firms in our sample, we

will refrain from pre~enting all of our OLS results. Table 4.1

gives the coefficients on housing starts and the overall fit of

the equations~

From these regressions, we conclude that hqusing starts are a

highly significant explanatory variable: The seasonal dummies,

though not statistically significant, are necessary in the

regressions because the starts figures are seasonally adjusted

and the dummies remove the seasonality. The Durbin-Watson

statistics indicate no autocorrelation. Finally, twice lagged

starts perform much better than lagged starts, as a purely

empirical matter. We believe this just reflects accounting
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Company

Table 4.2
Real Earnings and Actual Housing Starts

Actucd Star'ts
Li:\g~Jed T~\lO OUi~t··ter~s

eEI"'IENT ~.: GYPSUI"1
Ideal Basic Industries
~<ai ser- Cement
Lone star Industries
Ni:\t i. onal Gypsum
U.S. Gypsum

LUt'lBER
Boise Cascade
Champion International
Evans Products
Geor-gia Paci·fic
Louisana Pacific
Potlach
vJeyerhaeLlser

BUILDING MATERIALS
American Standard
Cer-tai nteed
CI'"ane
Fedders
Owens-Caron i ng
PF'G Industries
Trane

BUILDERS
Centre}{
I<aufman ~~ Broad
National Homes
Ryan Homes
Shappell Industries
U.S. Homes

2. 9El (6 .. 11)
3.94 (5.85)
1.61 (1 .. 36)
3 .. 22 (6.78)
5.31 (7 .. 22)

4. ::'12 ( 6 .. 82 )
3. 5~3 ( 6 n 33 )
1. 58 (1 .. 56)
2.05 (5.77)
2.88 (8 .. 8~~;)

3.42 (4, .. 52)
2.97 (7 .. 43)

5. ~51 (6.48)
1.97 (2 .. 50)
1.09 (1.03)
4.17 (0.37)
3.36 (6.36)

,3.00 (2.B5)
7.24 (1.68)

1.74 (8.22)
1 • 39 (0 .. 31 )
4. 54 (0 a 56) ~

1 .. 74 (4.14)
5.64 (3.16)
2.44 (6.:39)

0.660
o. 6~;O
0.290
0.690
0.676

0.640
0.570
0.250
0.570
0.'750
0.450
0.680

(I. t)20
O. :2l':;O
0.110
0.340
0.640
0.280
0.200

0.720
0.320
0.070
0 .. ~540
0.390
0 .. 610

) .
*All rE~gl""esslons al so inc 1 uded t.hr'f:?e seasonal dummi es and

a constant t(~rm.

Coeffici€::'nts are all times e- 6 ; t-statistics in (
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corrections and that the actual lag between starts and earnings

is closer to one quarter. Similar results were obtained by

running the regressions on predicted rather than actual starts.

Since only predicted starts were known to the agents at the time

the hedge was constructed, the regressions with predicted starts

were used for constructing the optimal hedges.

As we showed above in the theory section, the minimum

variance hedge is just the covariance of the futures contract and

earnings divided by the variance of the futures contract. It

reduces the variance of earnings to the previous variance times

one minus the correlation coefficient of futures and earnings

squared. For a contract on seasonally adjusted quarterly starts,

Table 4.3 shows that 11 of the 19 firms who were not builders

would be able to reduce the variance or their reported earnings

by 25% ·or more by pursuing an aggressive hedging strategy. In

aggregate these 19 firms would buy 3697 contracts for housing

market futures. Table 4.4 gives the results for the contract as

specified by the exchange on actual starts~ This is index slightly

less effective than the futures index using seasonally adjusted

quarterly starts.

The theory section provided a demand for hedging curve. It

showed that the amount of hedging is actually sensitive to the

expected loss from a hedged position. The formula for the

optimal mean variance hedge is:

-(E[S]-PS) Cov(pi,S-PS)
FS = +

2u Var(S-PS) Var(S-PS)
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Table 4.3

Minimum Variance Hedge and Benefits From Hedging
Seasonal Starts Contract

lumber

Boise Cascade
Champion Int'l
Evans Products
Georgia-Pacific
Louisiana-Pacific
Potlach
Weyerhaeuser .

builders

hedge
257.7060
1t30.8080

15.10262
360.5875
144.0426
91 • 16127

752.7404

benefits
0.3067357
0.3~52174

0.002 13525
0.2308030
0.3392663
0.1372473
0.4335 192

Centex
Kaufman & Broad
National Homes
Ryan Homes
Shappell Industries
U.S. Homes

materials

hedge
60.22175

-30.62 111
9.62 105

26.55627
-9.5 1046

112.9011

ben~fits

0.3039418
0.05273919
0.01416144
0. 1 438143
0.02015017
O. 1857447

American Standard
Certain teed
Crane
Fedders
Owens-Corning
PPG Industries
Trane

cement

hed.~e

163.6~93

111.64201
83.96484
33.36473

20 1 .5779
569.26 15

23.63328

benefits
0.36R5084
0.02482594
0.2 11 6732
0.01185332
0.3

'
59758

~0.1627368

0.08189936

Ideal Basic rnds.
Kaiser Cement
Lone Star Industries
National Gypsum
U.S. Gypsum

hedge
40.583 16
56.39374
H). 57870

101.')55 1

135.6883

ben~fits

0.2472652
0.OB432182
0.00307 1963
0.2882016
0.2378796

Source: computed. Hedge is th~ number of contract held. Benefits are
the p~rcent that forecasted variance in earnings is reduced.
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Table 4.4

Minimum Variance Hedge and Benefits From Hedging
Exchange Contract

lumber

Boise Cascade
Champion Inttl
Evans Products
Georgia-Pacific
Louisiana-Pacific
Potlach
Weyerhaeuser

builders

hedge
571.8980
90 1 .5355
-75.32 19
61.t0.7349
261.8366
243.5772

1601.6 19

benefits
o.26~2170

0.263lt22~

0.0092541.l1
0.1269810
0. 195335'5
0.1707333
0.34 19783

Centex
Kaufm~n & Broad
National Homes
Ryan Homes
Shappell Industries
U.S. Homes

materials

American Standard
Certninteed
Crane
Fedders
Owens-Corning
PPG Industries
Trane

cement

Ideal Basic Inds.
Krliser Cement
Lone Star Industries
National Gypsum
U.S. Gypsum

hedge
88.9 1851

-118.1000
23.42025
28.9 1934
-6.0023 1

211.0976

hed.~e

351. 1535
48.2 1257

227.412Q
-30.'34079
314.1827

1082.0 13.
76.60335

hedge
71t.5989

115.631 1

118.2788
228.ltllSO
29 1 .6561

benefits
0.1151.1596
0.13669S2
0.011.162201
0.0297 171 4
0.00 1 398538
O. 113 1 484

benefits
0.2990252
O.00579R62 1

0.27055Q9
0.001707972
0.133750 1

O. 1024 't It 6
0.1499305

benefits
O.1l.l557BA
0.06 177385
O.01Q5~548

0.2541077
0.19 15033

Source: computed. Hedge is the number of contract held. Benefits are
the percent that forecasted variance in earnings is reduced.
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This demand for hedging curve is plotted in Figure 4.1 for the

Weyerhaeuser Company.

Another way of demonstrating the usefulness of a hedging

strategy is to simulate the market outcome. For the firm cited

above, we have constructed what its income would have been had it

chosen to hedge in the minimum variance fashion. Table 4.5

shows what its earnings from operations and from hedging would

have been in each of the years of our sample. The futures market

position we consider is a position in the proposed contract

taken three quarters prior to the quarter in which earnings are

reported. The table supports the conclusions of the summary

statistics: hedging can materially reduc e the variance in

earnings .. We have run similar simulations for all firms in our

sample and the results are comparable and available from the

authors.

Thus., the simulations confirm the previous calculations.

The use of futures significantly reduces the variance of

earnings.

Since our previous calculations are based on accounting

earnings, we decided to also compute a second measure of the

effi~acy of hedging.

D. A.g,g~ate fr.QQ1!ctioll Reg.r.essiQn.§.

Aggregate production regressions were run to show the rela

tionship between housing starts and three building materials:

lumber, cement, and gypsum. The closer the relationship between

the output of these materials and housing starts, the more useful
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FIGURE 4.1

Demand for Hedging
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Table' 4.5

Simulation of Hedged Position
for Weyerhaeuser Company

Quarter
Starting
1975:4

[ 1 / ]
[ 2/]

[ 3J'J
( :.,]
[ 5/J
( ~,]

_ 7,J
( ~<,:

[ ?, ]
[1 J, J
[, 1 , ]
C1 2, ]
[ 1 3, J
~ 1 4, J
C1 5, :
C1 S,]
~ 1 7 , J
~ 1 3,]
[1 :;, ]

[2J,J
[ 21 , J
(22,]
~ ~ 3, ]
[24,]
[25, J
C2 S,]
[27,~

( ~ .~ , ]
~ ) - ..
~ - '"'!, -

Variance

Reported
Earnings

77?1121)J
73~J47~)

6 ~ C7c 5'J J
b35505~)

yJ5~:4:JJ

7373~~4)

t~c7tJ:))

t,5"9o:t5~J

11~41~:3])

1:)~tIoo5S)

1 2 3'J 5 S !...3 J
12.1S;'J.::.J
155222':'OJ
133,3~5~J

1:J?94920J
111242:72J

935Q752J
~72~3'J~)

4263t1b~

556215:JJ
711,+3~J~

4397?6j)
45:732'JJ
5J4~723J

2J6~~32J

1~ ... J23J)
25J7":I~JJ

15::222 .. 1
517:,::=.OJ

38

Earnings
or Loss
from Hedge

-732':-5J1
-~2j:15

-1311351
-31:>1510

75274
1 f3723~6
173-333'J~

??3~175

~5438~2

- 07·3553
1~~J!.~62

133~S7d2

12043.33
1)f1473,:

0545342
-3~1J~;;

-2SJt:6Z36
-2~23:244

4~17S3~

295J7426
-1'-382J7

-1 '~7 21 :J!J:J
- .. J57271;
-4~~33~J3

-,~2:J633:

-1 7:" :; 3 5 3fJ
-7~'::::~7~

3~1::'251

Total
Earnings

3543970:+
7:;7.32 7 36
359:Qb~'3

71718'J72
9.J471123
5~35~292

47237~9b

5So]33343
10:J8S796J
10137312J
11315t..21~

11331C73~

1411.123516
132025176

°i034464
104b?38JO
9~'00g~1S

9Z32~2°6

6~92440t.

50j'J332J
41636176
434'J9383
640~5J08

91J1~Q92

6So34'~2'3

1.~6·)~132

4;).3398,J
Z3124~ZJ

47S2~543

O.89c 14



a housing start hedge might be to a producer of these materials.

The first equation relates the real value of lumber output

to current and lagged seasonally adjusted housing starts over the

period 1915:1 to 1983:2. The ~ of 0.84 and coefficient

estimates that are three times their standard errors indicate

that the equation is highly statistically significant. It

explains a large portion of the fluctuations in real lumber

output.

The second equation relates the real value of cement output

to current and lagged seasonally adjusted housing starts and the

real value of industrial building (a large user of cement slabs).

The equation was also run over the 1915:1 to 1983:2 period. The

H2 was 0.69 and the coefficient estimates were between 1.4 and

2.2 times their standard error. While the cement equation is

somewhat less of a tight fit than the lumber equation, it is

clear that residential construction is still a major determinant

of cement sales.

The third aggregate equation relates gypsum sales to current

seasonally adjusted housing starts, housing starts lagged one and

two quarters, and to the total real valDe of non-residential

construction for the period from 1978:3 to 1983:2. The R2 was

0.96 and the coefficient estimate~ were 2.0 to 4.6 times their

standard errors, indicating that the gypsum equation showed the

closest relationship to housing activity.

Table 4.6 shows the aggregate material supply regressions in

detail.
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The basis is the difference between a cash and a futures

market price. It includes a price difference for timing, etc.,

current delivery versus June delivery, and a price difference for

transportation, e.g., Iowa delivery versus Chicago delivery. It

may also include a grade differential. The logical extension of

the notion of basis to quantity futures markets is the futures

market quantity less the actual quantity that occurred. In the

case of housing starts futures, the basis would be the value of

the futures market contract less the number of units started in a

particular locality in the preceding twelve months. Thus, the

basis for starts has two components, the difference in the number

of starts in the past year versus the number of starts predicted

for the contract period, a time element, and the difference in

the number of starts in a local region versus the number of

starts nationally. As the contract nears maturity, the part of

the basis relating to timing will disappear. The part relating

to regionality may not.

A standard example of basis risk is that of a flour miller:

We make a four sale requiring 13.50 protein
spring wheat as a raw materiar. The
Minneapolis dollar price of what wheat is
$2.25. We buy the September at $2.30. It
goes down to $2.20, but the dollar price of
13.50 protein wheat stays at $2.55 (which is
another way of saying tht the premium advanced
from $.24 to $.35 over the future). We have
lost $.10 on the September future while the
price of our raw materials has remained the
same. We have no compensating gain. We are
out $.10 per bushel. (Atherton Bean, "The
Hiller and the Commodity Market" in Ann E.
Peck, ed., Yiew~ fLQill ihg Trade, [Chicago:
Chicago Board of Trade, 1978], p. ).
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In this example, the millers basis, the difference between the

price of the grade of wheat he wanted and the grade traded in the

futures market turned against him4 This is basis risk in the

milling industry.

In the housing market, regionality would seem to be the

major contributor to basis risk. To make the notion more

clear, consider a cement producer who only sells in

California. It is units started in California, not units started

nationally, that affect his sales. Thus, a low correlation

between national starts and California starts would entail a

large basis risk for this producer. He could find, for instance,

that national housing starts increased, while his sales and

California starts decreased. In this case he would be losing

money in both the cash and the futures markets, which is even

worse than being unhedged.

F. RegiQlli!l f}asi.§. Risk

To get some notion of how bad this type of basis risk could

be, we correlated national and regional housing starts for all

states. These correlation coefficients are shown in Table 4.1 for

the 1975-1983 period.

The correlation between seasonally adjusted national starts

and seasonally adjusted starts by state varies over a wide range.

Nearly 40 states show a correlation coefficient over 0.10

indicating that in most states regional basis risk is not a large

factor. However, in a few states, such as Hawaii, Alaska, Texas,

and Vermont, national and state starts have a low correlation.
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Corl'~el at i on of
1975-198,3

State

Table 4.1

Nati onal ar'ld Hegi oned HDU~:.inq ~;·tal..·ts
(Quarterly~ Seasonally Adjusted)

Correlation Coefficient

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Color-ado
Connecticut
Del al"'1are
District of Columbia
Florida
Geor~gi a
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
I o lo-Ja
Kansas
I<entucky
Louisiana
l"1aine
l'1aryl and
t-lassachuset ts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
toU ssouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Me:;~ i co
New' Yor· k
North C2\I'" 01 i rli:l.

Nor~th Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Dt-egon
Pf::!nnsyl vani a
Rl·... ode 151 and
South Car'ol ina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Te;"~ as
Utah
Ver"mont
Virqinia
vJashi ngton
West Vi r'g i ni a
Wisconsin
Wyand ng

0.8:5
0.41
o. "71
On83
0 .. 9.l
0.74
0.77
0.55
0.51
0.38
0.54
O. 14
0.71
0.82
0.77
0 .. 62
0.78
0.80
0.85
0.57
0.79
0.72
0 .. 80
0.92
0.84
0 .. 81
0.77
0.73
0.92
0 .. 87
0.86
0.92
0.69
0.72
0.72
OR80
0.66
0 .. 75
0.7(3
0.77
O.B3
0.75
0.96
0.40
0.813
0.31
0.91
0.85
0.74·
0.7:3
0.65
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This implies that producers who sell primarily in those states

will have difficulty using the national housing start index for

hedging. However, for most producers who sell in a l~cal market,

the fairly high correlation of state and national starts

minimizes regional basis risk. For those producers who sell to a

national market, which is the case for most of the publicly

traded firms we have examined, regional basis risk is of little

or no consequence.

v. Survey of fot entl.9.1 lJ..§.~J:.§. Qf Housing Start Future~ .a.§. .a H~Qg~

In order to study the potential impact of the proposed

housing start futures contract, a survey of potential users of

this new contract was performed. Thirty building material supply

firms and home builders were surveyed by mail and telephone.

Each of the potential users were provided with the three page

description from the Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange entitled,

"~edging with Sectoral Output Indices" and the two page

description on contract terms of the futures contract on housing

starts. The thirty companies, essentially the same companies for

which the hedge models were constructed.. in Section IV, were

also provided with a list of five questions. The five questions

were as follows: 1) Would your company be likely to use a

housing start futures contract to hedge sales and profits?

2} What difficulties would you find in using such a contract?

3) Does your company presently use any futures contract to hedge?

4) What further informational material on the contract would you

need before embarking on a hedging program? 5) If you used a
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hedging program, would you execute it internally or would you

seek an outside expert consultant or trader? We will now report

the results of the survey by question.

On the first question, concerning likely use of the

contract, most potential users were quite conservative. They

called it an "interesting concep.t lf and IIconceptually very

interesting for those in cyclical industries." However, most

companies concluded that they probably would not use it because

their company was "too conservative," "not sophisticated enough"

or does not IIfit our style. 1t In particular, a number of

companies said that they were already well diversified and not

that tied to housing. This was the response of diversified

material companies and cement companies.

A number of the companies noted that a major problem with

the start index was its national nature. Most companies felt

they were more closely tied to starts in one region -- the "West,"

California or the "Mid-West." This regional basis risk problem,

as we discussed earlier in the paper, was definitely perceived as

a major problem for a number of companies which have a regional

orientation such as home builders, cement and gypsum companies.

Several companies also noted that the start index chosen was

especially cumbersome and not intuitive to those thinking in

terms of seasonally adjusted monthly start rates. Also, several

companies felt that they could forecast dramatic change~ in

housing starts fairly well, and so did not see how they could use

the futures contract. Of course, as we have pointed out earlier
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in the paper, there were a number of occasions when the consensus

housing start forecast was dramatically wrong.

In response to the question of present use of other futures

contracts, about half of the companies use lumber or foreign

currency futures. Those companies which presently used such

contracts were more inclined to be positive about the housing

start futures contract. However, those tied directly to lumber,

preferred to use the lumber contract directly rather than the

housing index.

Most companies felt that they needed substantially more

educational and sales effort before they completely understood

and could persuade their company to use a housing start futures

contract. All but one company said they would use an outside

consultant to set up their hedging strategy.

The best way to summarize the survey results is that there

is cautious but not enthusiastic interest in the contract. This

is probably explained by the fact that the contract is still

hypothetical and that most of the companies come from a

manufacturing and conservative perspective. Hedging with futures

is as of now not part of their typical corporate financial

strategy. However, it is our view that the actual appearance of

the contract and active sales effort by the Coffee, Sugar and

Cocoa Exchange concerning the clear benefits of the contract

would stimulate substantial contract volume.
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